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Tell me when?  
 

Today I am going to introduce a book called Tell me When? This 
book tells us about what we can do when things happen. There are 
hundreds of questions and answers which we can use in our daily life. 
It’s useful and interesting.  There are some surprises for all of us! 

 
Let me tell you some examples: When does the spleen produce red 

blood cells? It is a must for any biology student to know that. Anyway, 
it is common sense for everybody! Okay, let me tell you the answer. In 
some circumstances the spleen has a major role in the manufacture of 
new red blood cells. It does not happen in the normal adult, but in 
people who have a bone marrow disease. 

 
Another example is also good for all of us to know! Do you know 

when the rivers begin? There are two main ways in which rivers begin. 
Some rivers start when a natural spring releases water from underground. 
These are often small trickles of water which develop into small streams. 
Other rivers begin when persistent rain makes a groove or a channel in a 
piece of land. As more and more rain falls into this channel, a flow of 
water slowly begins. 

 
Maybe you think that is none of your business, so you do not need 

to know any other things that cannot help your school performance or 
get good results in the lessons! However, have you ever thought that 
knowing more different types of things is good for you? No matter you 
are interested or not, it can help you enrich your life, so do not think that 
you can learn everything in the lessons or school. That is not enough for 
you to be smart in your daily life!  

 
Thus, read more and know more from everywhere. If you can really 

follow my advice, you won’t regret because you can learn a lot in life!! 
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